
Perfect Cup of Pour Over Co�ee in 
Under 5 Minutes
Shine Kitchen Co.'s® Automatic Pour Over Coffee Machine 
takes the labor and guesswork out of making a perfect cup 
of pour over coffee. The automated pouring system slowly 
spirals hot water over your ground coffee so that you don't 
have to do the work. With the traditional method, you're 
constantly measuring, pouring, and waiting. Who has time 
for that? With the Autopour, you can go about your day 
while the machine creates the perfect bloom and brew. 
The pre-measured scoop and fill lines help you enjoy the 
golden ratio of coffee to hot water every single time. It 
truly is the perfect cup of pour over. Go ahead and get 
your Shine on!

Simple Steps to the Perfect Cup 
STEP 1: Scoop Your Coffee
Use your pre-measured scoop to add ground coffee to 
a #1 cone paper filter inside your filter basket. Use one 
scoop per serving of coffee desired, up to two servings. 
Turn on the Autopour and get ready to relax.

STEP 2: Bloom & Brew
Add hot water to the BPA-free water reservoir. 
The handy fill lines make it easy to bloom 
and brew up to 2 servings of coffee.

STEP 3: The Perfect Pour
The rotating spouts pour slow and steady 
spirals of hot water with precision. The optimal 
flow rate extracts a full-flavored coffee without the 
bitter notes. This automatic pouring system takes out 
all of the guesswork and labor. You get a perfect pour 
over with none of the work.

STEP 4: Get Your Shine On!
Tip the glass carafe into your favorite mug and power your 
day the Shine way. Rinse. Repeat.

Shine Kitchen Co.®   

Automatic Pour Over Coffee Machine  

FEATURES
• Automated Pouring System - Takes the labor out of pour over cof-

fee by automatically pouring slow spirals of hot water for the perfect 
bloom and brew.

• Pre-Measured Fill Lines - Takes the guesswork out of the Golden 
Ratio so that you can enjoy the perfect cup in under 5 minutes.

• Portable Battery Operation - Lets you get your Shine on wherever 
life takes you.

SPECIFICATION

Measurement    6.6” W x 6.6” D x 11.7” H     Warranty    1 year

Type         Coffee Machine                   Weight        2 lbs.

Model #SCH-150
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